Synaptic precedence during synapse formation between reciprocally connected neurons involves transmitter-receptor interactions and AA metabolites.
The cellular mechanisms that determine specificity of synaptic connections between mutually connected neurons in the nervous system have not yet been fully examined in vertebrate and invertebrate species. Here we report on a novel form of synaptic interaction during early stages of synapse formation between reciprocally connected Lymnaea neurons. Specifically, using soma-soma synapses between an identified dopaminergic neuron (also known as the giant dopamine cell), right pedal dorsal 1 (RPeD1), and a FMRFamidergic neuron, visceral dorsal 4 (VD4), we demonstrate that although reciprocal inhibitory synapses re-form between the somata after 24-36 h of pairing, VD4 is, however, the first cell to establish synaptic contacts with RPeD1 (within 12-18 h). We show that VD4 "captures" RPeD1 first as a postsynaptic cell by suppressing its transmitter secretory machinery during early stages of cell-cell pairing. The VD4-induced suppression of transmitter release from RPeD1 was transient, and it required transcription and de novo protein synthesis dependent step in VD4 but not in RPeD1. The VD4-induced effects on RPeD1 were mimicked by a FMRFamide-like peptide. Perturbation of FMRFamide-activated metabolites of the arachidonic acid pathway in RPeD1 not only prevented FMRFamide-induced suppression of transmitter release from the giant dopamine cell but also shifted the synaptic balance in favor of RPeD1, thus making it the first cell to begin synaptic transmission with VD4 within 12-18 h. A single RPeD1 that had developed dopamine secretory capabilities overnight and was subsequently paired with VD4 for 12-18 h was, however, immune to VD4-induced suppression of transmitter release. Under these experimental conditions, both cells developed mutual inhibitory synapses concurrently. Taken together, our data provide evidence for novel synaptic interaction between reciprocally connected neurons and underscore the importance of transmitter-receptor interplay in regulating the timing of synapse formation in the nervous system.